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Abstract
The aim of this article is the following:
(1) We show that the space of kernel functions of the pseudo-dierential operators (the sections
of the sheaf E RX of rings) is not closed in a concrete integral expression of composition; this
expression is a direct analogy with the composition for kernel functions of dierential
operators of innite order. We give the reason by proving a decomposition theorem.
(2) In order to revive this concrete integral expression of composition of kernel functions,
we introduce the space of \formal kernel functions" as a generalization of the space of
usual kernel functions. Though the space of formal kernel functions cannot be taken
any inductive limit concerning their denition domains, the space of kernel functions of
pseudo-dierential operators are canonically embedded into our space. Then, the symbol
of a formal kernel function dened in a similar way becomes a usual symbol for a pseudo-
dierential operator. Further the space of formal kernel functions has a concrete integral
expression of composition that is compatible with the Leibniz rule for the corresponding
symbols.
x 1. Introduction and a decomposition theorem
Firstly we recall the denition of the sheaf E RX of pseudo-dierential operators by
Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [S-K-K] as follows:
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Here X is an n-dimensional complex manifold. OX ;OXX , and 
nX denote the sheaves
of holomorphic functions on X; X  X, the sheaf of holomorphic n-forms on X, re-
spectively. Further X is the Kashiwara-Schapira [K-S] microlocalization functor with
respect to the diagonal imbedding X ! X  X, and p2 is the second projection :
T X(X X)! X. For X = Cn with coordinates (z; ~z) = (x+ iy; ~x+ i~y) 2 X X, the
stalk at p = (0; idx1) 2 T X ' T X(X X) is written as




where U" = f(z; ~z) 2 Cn+n ; jzj < "; j~zj   zj j < " for j = 1; :::; ng, Z" = f(z; ~z) 2
U" ; ~y1   y1  "j~x1   x1j; j~z1   z1j  "j~zj   zj j for j = 2; :::; ng ([S-K-K]). Hence, under
the Stein covering fU1" ; :::; Un" g of U" n Z" with
U1" := U" \ f~y1   y1 < "j~x1   x1jg;
U j" := U" \ fj~z1   z1j < "j~zj   zj jg (j = 2; :::; n);
we have the expression















More explicitly, a germ P of E RX jp is expressed by an equivalence class [K(z; ~z   z)d~z]
with
K(z; ~z   z) =
X
00
K0(z; ~z1   z1)
(~z0   z0)0+1n 1 :(1.2)
Here 0 = (2; :::; n) is a non-negative multi-index, 1n 1 = (
n 1z }| {
1; : : : ; 1), and fK0(z; w1)g0
are holomorphic functions on Vr;";0 with
(1.3) Vr;"; := f(z; w1) 2 Cn  C ; jzj < r; jw1j < r; Imw1 +  < "jRew1jg







jK0(z; w1)j =: CK; <1 for all  > 0:(1.4)
Further, P = 0 holds if and only if there exist small constants r0; "0 > 0 and a constant
C 0 > 0 depending only on  > 0 such that
each K0(z; w1) extends holomorphically to(1.5)
V 0r0;"0 := fjzj < r0; jw1j < r0g with estimates




on V 0r0;"0 for all  > 0:
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The ring structure E RX 
C E
R
X ! E RX as integration operators
(K;K 0)! K 00(z; ~z   z)d~z =
Z
K(z; z^   z)K 0(z^; ~z   z^)dz^

d~z:
is introduced by using a derived functor induced from the integration morphism for the
Dolbeault complex ([S-K-K]). Here we remark that the operations of E RX on dening
holomorphic functions of microfunctions are argued in [K-K1, K-K2] based on the in-
tegration morphism. On the other hand, some explicit composition formula for kernel
functions are argued in [A2, AKY2]; this formula is a direct analogy with the compo-
sition for kernel functions of dierential operators with innite order, but it has never
been proven that the result of that composition becomes a dening function for E RX .
For the pair (K;K 0) of kernel functions, this explicit composition formula argued in
























Here, 0 < r0 < r; 0 < "0 < "; 0 < "00  "0r0. Hence, we have


















w0(t)0 0+1n 1(w0   w0(t))0+1n 1 :
Therefore, the coecients (K 000(z; w1))0 of K















0(z; w1   w1(t1))
!
dw1(t1):
Since jw1(t1)=w1j is unbounded on ft1 2 [0; 2]; (z; w1) 2 Vr;"g, we cannot obtain any
estimates for K 000(z; w1) of type (1.4) except for the case n = 1. This causes an essential
diculty to get the true composition formula by using this explicit formula for kernel
functions.
Example 1.1. We consider two dimensional cases. Let K = K1;K 0 = K2 be
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of order 0 with constant coecients for ` = 1; 2, respectively. That is, the C`j 's are
complex numbers satisfying the estimates:
jC`j j  Cj (8j = 1; 2; : : : ; 8` = 1; 2)
for some C > 0, and




( 1)jjC`j (~z1   z1)j 1 log(~z1   z1)
(~z2   z2)j+1 :








2; P2 = @
 1
1 @2:






j 2 log(w1(t1)) log(w1   w1(t1))dw1(t1) (j  2):
Therefore our explicit composition K 00 is given by




log(w1(t1)) log(w1   w1(t1))
w22 (w1(t1)  w2)
dw1(t1):
Here we have the following modication when jw2j  1:
@w1K













where C is another path:











(0  t  1):





j   1 (j  2):
Therefore the second term of (1.10) is almost equal to @w1E1(w). Precisely we have
@w1(K





w22 (   w2)(w1   )
d(1.11)










It is clear that E1; E2 are the kernel functions for some germs of E RX jp (indeed, E2 is
equivalent to zero). Hence if K 00(; w) is the kernel function of some germ of E RX jp, the
right side of (1.11) must extend holomorphically to fw1=i 2 [ ; 0)g fr0  jw2j <1g
for some small  > 0. However, since G(w1; w2; ) := log =((2i)





; jw2j > r
0
2
; j j > r
0
2
; 3=2 < arg  < =2

;
the right side of (1.11) is written asZ
C
G(w1; w2; ) G(w1; w2; w2)






The rst term above is holomorphic on fjw1j < r0=2; w2 = (0)g, but the second term
cannot be extended to fjw1j < r0=2; w2 = (0)g. This contradicts our assumption.
Therefore, we cannot get any estimates of type (1.4) for (K 00j (; w1))j .
One method to modify the estimation of (1.9) is to rewrite








































0(z; w1   w1(t1))
!
dw1(t1);




with some small positive number ` ! +0 (`!1) chosen as follows:
(1.13) CK;`=6CK0;`=6  2` for all ` 1:
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This idea, an expression by multiple indenite integral, is due to [AKY1]. Since 0 =








































































We divide this sum on j into 0  j  minfj0j; j0j   1g and j0j + 1  j  j0j   1,
and apply the integration by parts to the latter terms as in the case (1.14). Hence the
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We note here that (1.16) is holomorphic at w1 = 0 because it is a polynomial in w1. To
estimate these terms above, we prepare the following lemma:





























hold for all  > 0; 0  0; 1  0;   0; j  0.
Proof. This is directly proven by applying the Cauchy estimates to (1.4) with
radius "jw1j=3 concerning w1 for 0 <   "  1. Indeed, the ratio d(w)=jwj takes
the minimum on fw 2 C; Imw +  = "2 jRewjg, where d(w) is the distance between
w(2 fw 2 C; Imw +   "2 jRewjg) and f 2 C; Im  + 2 = "jRe  jg. For juj   with
w = u+ iv we have
d(w)=jwj = "juj+ 
2
p




(1 + "2)(u2 + ( "2 juj+ juj)2)
=
"p




for " 1. For juj <  we have
d(w)=jwj  (1  ")
2
p









Hence we obtain d(w)=jwj > "=3 for " 1.
We remark that @jw1(w
1






0(z; w1) have good estimates for
j  j0j near w1 = 0. Thus we obtain our main theorem in Section 1.
Theorem 1.3. The composition K 00 = K  K 0of two kernels K;K 0 is divided




3 . Here K
00
1 dened as the rst term of (1.14) satises
the estimates (1.4), and so this term is a kernel function of E RX . K
00
2 dened as the
second term of (1.14) satises the null estimates (1.5), and so this term is a 0-kernel
function in E RX . The last term K
00
3 dened as the second term of (1.12), which is equal
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to (1.16), satises the following property for the coecients (K 003;0(z; w1))0 : For some
r0; "0; C 0 > 0,
each K 003;0(z; w1) extends holomorphically to(1.17)
V 0r0;"0 := fjzj < r0; jw1j < "0g with estimates
jK 003;0(z; w1)j  C 0j
0j+1 on V 0r0;"0 :
Hence K 0003 does not satisfy the conditions for kernel functions of E
R
X , but considered as
0.
Proof. We x a point (z; w1) of V r2 ;
"
4 ;
, and take the integral path (1.7) for any











jRew1(t1)j (jRew1(t1)j  r0):








































Hence we have the following estimates for any suciently small  > 0:@
j~0j


















By taking the radius r0 = r"=16 of the integral path, we obtain
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for 8(z; w1) 2 V r2 ; "4 ;j0j and suciently large j0j. Thus, K 001;0 satises (1.4). Concern-
ing the second term of (1.14), we have the following estimates on fjzj < r=2; jw1j <






0(z; w1   )
!
(1.20)









j0j j j+ 3
jw1    j+ 3
!j~0j j









Here we used that 3 1 < (j j + 3 )=(jw1    j + 3 ) < 3 for   r0. Thus, the argument
goes in a similar way to the case K 001;0 , and we obtain the estimate (1.5) for K
00
2;0 .







 = j0j. Hence, for the rst and the second terms of (1.16) we get the estimates
similar to (1.18) because @jw1(w
1






0(z; w1) have good estimates
for j  j0j near w1 = 0 as stated at the remark of Lemma 1.2. Further for the
third term of (1.16) we get the estimate similar to (1.20). Consequently we obtain the
estimate similar to (1.19) for K 003;0 except that the factors (w1 + ij0j)
j=j! contribute
to the estimate as (2r0)j=j! because j varies between 0 to j0j   1. Since each term
includes w1 only in the factors (w1 + ij0j)j=j!, we get an estimate (1.17) of K 003;0 .
x 2. Formal kernel functions
As seen in Introduction, the space of kernel functions for E RX is not closed under the
explicit composition rule (1.8). We show one solution to revive this explicit composition
rule by giving an extension of the usual space of kernel functions. We give only the
denition at a microlocal point (0; idx1).
Denition 2.1. (Formal Kernel functions) Let r0; r; "(< 1) be positive num-
bers, S = (Aj)
1
j=1 be a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0 as j !1 satisfying
the condition:
(2.1) d  Aj+1=Aj  1 (for all j  1);
where d(< 1) is a positive constant independent of j. A sequence
(Kj(z; ~z   z))1j=1 of holomorphic functions is called a formal kernel function of type
(r; "; S; r0) if
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maxfAj ; jw1jg+ 
j0j
jKj;0(z; w1)j(2.2)
=: CK;;j <1 (for all  > 0):
(see (1.3) concerning Vr;";).
(ii) For every j, Kj+1;0(z; w1)   Kj;0(z; w1) extends holomorphically to V 0r;r0;j :=




maxfAj ; jw1jg+ 
"
j0j
on V 0r;r0;j (for all  > 0)
with some constants DK;;j > 0 depending only on ; j.
We denote the space of all formal kernel functions by K^r;";S;r0 . Further, a formal kernel
function (Kj)j 2 K^r;";S;r0 is called a null element if there exist some r1 > 0, and some
j0 such that each Kj0;0 extends holomorphically to V
0
r;r1 = fjzj < r; jw1j < r1g and
satises
jKj0;0(z; w1)j  C 0K;

maxfAj0 ; jw1jg+ 
"
j0j
on V 0r;r1 (for all  > 0)(2.4)
with some constants C 0K; > 0 depending only on . We denote the space of all null
formal kernel functions by N^r;";S;r0 . We consider the quotient space K^r;";S;r0=N^r;";S;r0 .
By the arguments in Introduction, we can embed the usual space of kernel functions
of E RX j(0;idx1) into K^r;";S;r0=N^r;";S;r0 . Further for r  r0; "  "0; r0  r00 we have the
inclusions K^r;";S;r0  K^r0;"0;S;r00 ; N^r;";S;r0  N^r0;"0;S;r00 .
Denition 2.2. (Explicit composition for formal kernel functions) Let
K = (Kj)j ;K
0 = (K 0j)j 2 K^r;";S;r0 be formal kernel functions. Under the condition
(2.5) A1 < "r=2
for the parameters, we dene explicit composition
(K;K 0)! K 00(z; ~z   z)d~z =
Z
K(z; z^   z)K 0(z^; ~z   z^)

d~z
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of K;K 0 by
















j;0(z; w1   wj1(t1))
!
dwj1(t1):
Here, the integral path  j is taken as












1  jt1   j


with some positive constants "0(< "); "00  "0 and r0j = r00Aj=
p
1 + "02 for each j  1.
Here, r00 is some constant with 0 < r
0
0  r0=2.
This denition of composition is considered as an extension of the explicit compo-
sition (1.8) for the kernel functions for E RX . Indeed, for [K(z; w)d~z]; [K
0(z; w)d~z] 2 E RX ,
the composition (1.8) uses 2 terminal points concerning integration on w1 independent
of j, but the formula in this denition uses 2 terminal points depending on j.
Theorem 2.3. Let K = (Kj)j ;K
0 = (K 0j)j 2 K^r;";S;r0 be formal kernel func-







. Further if any









Proof. It suces to show (2.2),(2.3) for suciently small . Hereafter, we take
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maxfAj ; jwj1(t1)jg+ 3
"
!j~0+0j




jj maxfAj ; jw1   wj1(t1)jg+ 3
"
!j0j















jj jw1j+Aj + 
"
j0j
 (2)nCK; 3 ;jCK0; 3 ;j



























 (2)nCK; 3 ;jCK0; 3 ;j

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Therefore, K 00 satises (2.2). Further, for (z; w1) 2 V r2 ; "3 ;, we obtain



































Hence we can modify the integral paths as follows: For the rst term, we take




i(1  t) + i(2t  1) arctan 2"
3

(0  t  1):
For the second term,
















(0  t  1):
For the third term, the union of two line segments:
[1j 1(0); 
1
j (0)] [ [1j (1); 1j 1(1)]:











ises the following estimate:
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. Moreover, suppose that K belongs
to N^r;";S;r0 . Then we can choose r1 > 0 and j0 2 N such that each Kj0;0 extends





, by the same arguments we obtain
K 00j0;0(z; w1)  C 0K00; maxfAj0 ; jw1jg+ "=4
j0j
C 0K00; := max
n
C 0K;; CK; ~r12 ;j0
o
C















and the other case is the same.
Following Aoki's symbol theory of E RX ([A1]), we can dene a symbol (not a formal
symbol!) for a formal kernel.



























Here we take the integral path   dened at (1.6) with w1(t1) (t1 2 [0; 2]) similar to
w11(t1), but we impose only the condition 0 < r
0
1  A1 for r01.
Theorem 2.5. For a formal kernel K = (Kj)j 2 K^r;";S;r0 , the symbol (K)(z; )
is a usual symbol for a germ of E RX j(0;idx1) ; that is, (K)(z; ) is holomorphic on

 := f(z; ) 2 Cn+n; jzj < r; j 0j+ jRe 1j < "0 Im 1g for some "0 > 0, and satises the
growth condition:
(2.9) j(K)(z; )j  Bejj on 
 for all  > 0:
Here B is a positive constant independent of z; . Further, if K 2 N^r;";S;r0 , then
(K)(z; ) is exponentially decreasing on 
 as jj ! 1.
Proof. For (z; ) 2 
, we can assume the followings:
1. jj j  "0j1j for all j  2,
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2. Re(w11)   ~"jw1jj1j on

w1 2 C ; "2 jRew1j  Imw1
	
















































(t1 2 [j ; 1  j ]);
r01e
i"t1 (t1 2 [1  j ; 1];
where " = arctan("=2); j = 1   (minfr0Aj+1=2; r01g=r01). Then we can nd some
Mj > 0 such that
Z













































Since Aj ! 0 as j ! 1, we can take some j0 such that r0Aj0 < 2r01. Hence we can
choose "0 such that the right side of (2.11) is exponentially decreasing as j1j ! 1; that
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=: "00 > 0:















we nd that (K)(z; ) satises (2.9). Moreover, if K 2 N^r;";S;r0 , since for some i0, K




















Here, we set ~r1 := minfr1; r01g and r1 is the constant that appears in (2.4). By taking







Thus, (K)(z; ) is exponentially decreasing on 
 as jj ! 1.
By following the argument of [AKY2], we can show the following theorem:
Theorem 2.6. Let K = (Kj)j ;K
0 = (K 0j)j 2 K^r;";S;r0 be formal kernel func-
tions, and (K)(z; ); (K 0)(z; ) be their symbols respectively.
(a) Suppose that A1 < "r=4. Then the series of the Leibniz composition





@ (K)(z; )  @z (K 0)(z; )
denes a symbol in a small conic neighborhood of (0; idx1).
(b) Suppose that A1 < "r=4. Let K
00 be the explicit composition of K;K 0. Then the
dierence of symbol (K 00) and the Leibniz composition as above is an exponentially
decreasing symbol in a small conic neighborhood of (0; idx1).
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Proof.
(a) Let (K)(z; ) and (K 0)(z; ) be holomorphic on f(z; ) 2 Cn+n; jzj < r; j 0j +
jRe 1j < "0 Im 1g and satisfy (2.9). Then, for (z; ) 2 fjzj < r=2; j 0j + jRe 1j <

















jj for all  > 0




jj for all  > 0 :
Therefore, we have the following estimates:X
0
 1!@ (K)(z; )  @z (K 0)(z; )




Hence, (K)  (K 0)(z; ) denes a symbol.




















































1(z + ~w;w   ~w)ehw;idwd ~w:






1(z + ~w;w   ~w)ehw;idwd ~w:
Since the radius of ~  suciently smaller than that of  , we can take two paths
[w1(0)+ ~w1; w1(0)] and [w1(2)+ ~w1; w1(2)] such that on the paths Rehw; i   ~"jj
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for some ~" > 0. Therefore, by Cauchy's integration theorem, we nd that the
dierence is exponentially decreasing in some conic neighborhood of (0; idx1).
Remark 1. We constructed symbols of pseudo-dierential operators E RX from for-
mal kernel functions (Theorem 2.5) and checked the compatibility of explicit compo-
sition and Leibniz rule (Theorem 2.6). But, since " and r must satisfy the condition
(2.5), we can not take the stalk of formal kernel functions for xed S = (Aj)
1
j=1. In the
recent work in master's thesis of Kamimoto ([K]), we dened the space of formal kernel
functions by other formulation and proved that the stalk of operators dened by formal
kernel functions is isomorphic to that of E RX .
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